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Staff themselves are the most
significant factor in productivity
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Chapter 1

People-related factors in systems
development productivity

Methods, tools, and practices are all important contributors to
systems development productivity. However, the most important
single class of factors contributing to effective systems develop-
ment relate to the people themselves. Taking due account of
people-related factors provides more scope for improving produc-
tivity in systems development than any other means.

PEOPLE-RELATED FACTORS
In all industries and countries, skilled systems developmentstaff
are in short supply. PEP sponsors report that half of their pro-
jects experience staffing constraints. The broader demand for
humanresourcesis illustrated by the computing-services industry
in the United Kingdom.The industry employs about 17,000 pro-
fessionals who are fully or mostly engaged on systemsanalysis
and programming. Staff turnover averages about 12 per cent a
year. Someorganisations lose as manyas 50 percentof their staff
each year. To make upfor losses and to meet its growth objec-
tives, the industry is estimated to be looking for about 4,000 new
staff a year. The picture in the United States is a similar one,
where the aggregate demand for new programming staff across
all industry sectors will amount to more than 120,000 in 1988.
The staff shortages reflect the demand for computer systems,
which continues to grow unabated. At the same time, systems
managers are under growing pressure to contain costs. The largest
single cost element in most systems development departmentsis
staff, which emphasisesthecritical importance of improving the
productivity of developmentstaff.
Improvedstaff productivity is an objective that is commonto vir-
tually every systemsinstallation. At the sametime,it is the staff
themselves who are the most significant factor in productivity.
This assertion is confirmed by our ownfindings. At an early stage
in our research for this paper we asked systems development
managers what they thought were the most important factors
affecting productivity in systems development. Their responses
are summarised overleaf in Figure 1.1. In aggregate terms, staff
factors were mentioned by about 90 per cent of the systems
development managers we questioned. Methods,tools, and techni-
ques cameclose behindin termsof frequency of mention, yet they
were rarely mentionedfirst.
We wenton to probe systems development managersin greater
depth aboutthe staff factors they thought to be important. We
also undertook a separate, comprehensive, questionnaire-based
survey of systems development staff themselves (the survey is
described briefly on pages 3 and 4, and a summary of the staff
factors that the questionnaire asked about can be found in the
appendix). The responses from managers and staff make an
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Figure 1.1 Factors affecting systems development productivity

Frequency of mention (%)'
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Staff factors?

Methods, tools, and
techniques

Clarity of requirements
and goals

Otherfactors

 

☁Based on frequency of mention by systems development managers in a
telephone survey that asked them aboutthe factors that are importantin
achieving systems development productivity.

2The most frequently mentionedstaff factors werestaff quality and skills
(60%) and staff motivation (85%).

(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)    
interesting contrast, as is shownin Figure 1.2, which sets out our
findings side by side. Managersrated training and skills as most
important, whereas the staff themselves rated career develop-
ment, which included acquiring new skills and opportunities for
promotion and advancement, as most important. (Career develop-
ment was ninth in importance according to the managers.) This
vividly illustrates the difference that exists between what
managers andtheir staff believe to be important.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER
Staff productivity is an involved and complex subject. Figure 1.3
on page 4 showsjust someof the factors that may influence the
productivity of the development team, and some of the con-
nections between them. The impact of the various factors is
further confused by each person☂s own workexperience, not only
in their current job, but also in previous employment.
Although the people factors affecting productivity have been
widely researched,they arestill poorly understood. The difficulty
of conducting controlled experiments is well known ♥ because
of the ☁Hawthorne☂effect, for example, which indicates that the
performance of a group can improve just because they realisesomeoneis paying attention to their concerns. It would thereforebe presumptuous to attempt a full analysis of all these factors
within the scopeof a single PEP Paper. Instead, we have chosen
to focus on factors that our research showed systems developmentmanagers believe to be important, and which are not covered inother PEP Papers.
As Figure 1.2 shows,apart from training andskills, the most highlyranked people-related factors were staff motivation, project (orteam) leadership, recognition, the working environment,

People factors affecting
productivity are still poorly
understood
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Figure 1.2 People-related factors affecting systems developmentproductivity
Based onfrequency ofmention bysystems development managers
in a telephone survey that asked
them about the humanfactors that
are importantin achieving systems
development productivity. For
comparison, the importance rank-
ings given by systems develop-
ment staff in response to the
questionnaires are also shown.

*Questionnaire respondents were
not askedto rank motivation as a
separate factor

 

(Source: Butler Cox surveys of PEP sponsors)   
job factors, team factors, and career development. Therefore, this
paperfocusesprincipally on the influence of staff motivation and
team working on systems development productivity.
How important are these factors and what can be done to make
things better? These are the questions that this paper sets out to
answer. Its purposeis first to identify the factors that affect
productivity within the scope defined above, and then to
recommend ways of making improvements. The paperis intended
for PEP sponsors who are managers of systems developmentstaff,
because it is they who are best positioned to take action as a
consequence of the paper☂s findings. It will, however, be of
interest to all those involved in systems development.

THE PEP SPONSOR SURVEY
This paper drawson our own research, and research that has been
conducted in recent years both in the United States and the United
Kingdom,and whichis now in the public domain. Our research
included a questionnaire survey of several hundredstaff within
seven organisations in the United Kingdom, representing both the
public and private sectors. All seven are sponsors of PEP. Each
has a centralised systems department with at least 40 systems
developmentstaff tackling a mixture of new development work
and maintenanceof existing systems. In aggregate, a wide range
of hardware suppliers and modelsizes is represented.
Survey questionnaires were sent to the vast majority of the staff
involved either directly or indirectly with systems development
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Figure 1.3 Someof the factors that influence systems development productivity
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The boxesindicate the factors; the arrows show theinfluence each factor exerts on other factors and on the productivity of thedevelopment team.Forsimplicity, the diagram omits theinfluence of feedbackfrom earlier experiences in the development group andon theinteractions between the factors shown.   
in each of the seven organisations. In all, some 700 questionnaireswere sent out, of which more than 600 were completed andreturned. A profile of the questionnaire respondentsis set out inFigure 1.4, for each of the seven participating businesses, andoverall. It shows, for instance, the average age of respondentsto be 32 years,that more than three-quarters were male, and thatnearly half were qualified to degree level. About 70 percent ofrespondents were analysts and programmers, and 30 per centwere project leaders and managers.
The questionnaire identified 84 factors (arrangedinto 16 groups)that we believe from previous research to influence staff produc-tivity (see the appendix fordetails). Respondents were asked torate each factor in two ways, each time on a low-to-high scaleof 1 to 7. Thefirst rating was how important the factor was in
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Figure 1.4 Profile of questionnaire respondents
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affecting their ability to work well, and the second howsatisfied
they were with the factor within their own systems development
environment.
Thescorings of importance of the 16 factor groups are shown in
Figure 1.5 overleaf. The figure also shows the minimum and max-
imum scores of importance foundacross the seven businesses, and
the highest and lowest rankings. There is a strong measure of
agreementon the ranking of career-development opportunities,
team factors, departmental organisation, immediate-managerrela-
tionships, goal setting, training and skills, and technology. These
factors are those most under the control of the systems develop-
ment function. On the other hand, the widest divergence of rank-
ings were mainly forthefactors that tend to be influenced by the
organisation as a whole: secure employment, the work environ-
ment, relationships with senior management, and recognition.
This is perhapsnotsurprising, bearing in mindthe different kinds
of organisation included in our sample. There were also signifi-
cant differences between the seven organisations in the impor-
tance rankingsgiven to personal circumstances. These differences
could be due to the waysin whichthe organisations support staff
with personal problems.
Figure 1.6 (on page 7) plots the average ratings of importance
(across the seven organisations) against their average ratings for
the degree to whichthese factors are satisfied. Thereis little cor-
relation between the tworatings. Most of the factors are rated
as beingof relatively high importance, scoring between 5 and 6
(out of 7). Satisfaction with these factorsis, in general, not rated
quite as highly (about 4 to 5), and there is a wide spread between
the different factors. Certain factors stand out as having relatively
high importance butrelatively low satisfaction: career develop-
ment, user factors, and, to a lesser extent, relationships with
immediate managers. On the other hand, team factors and per-
sonal circumstances seem to haverelatively high satisfaction but
lower importance.
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Again, not surprisingly, there aresignificant differences between
the satisfaction ratings from the seven organisations surveyed.
The factors on which there were the greatest differences in
satisfaction were pay and benefits and the working environment.
There were also comparatively large differences in satisfaction
with user factors and relationships with immediate managers.

STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER
In Chapter 2 we examine the motivational characteristics of
systems development work. Although the work can be highly
motivating, the motivating potential varies widely according to
the type of systems development job. Moreover, the workitself
is a significant source of unfulfilled expectation ♥ our survey
analysis found that staff expect more from the work than they
actually get. Improving feedbackto the staff about the effect of
the work they do, and increasing the variety of work through
planned rotation and job enlargement, are ways in which the
situation can be improved.
In Chapter 3 we look at the personality characteristics of systems
development people. We find a marked difference between
systems developmentstaff and the average in the world atlarge.
Systems development staff are more introverted, moreintuitive,
more thinking, and more judgemental. As a result, they have a
lowerneed thanis usual for social contact, and a lower team orien-
tation. This has implications for both individual and team work-
ing. For instance, there is considerable evidencethat project teams
 

 

 

 

           
Figure 1.5 Rank order of factor groupsinfluencing productivity of systems development staff
Survey respondents were asked to rate the importance of each factor on a scale of 1 (low) to 7 (high).

Highest and lowest average Highest and lowest average
rating given by an ranking given by an

individual organisation individual organisation
Factor group Rank|Average rating High Low High Low
Userfactors 1 5.9 6.1 5.8 1 5
Career-development opportunities 2 5.8 6.0 5.7 2 3
Technology 3 5.8 6.0 55 2 5Security of employment 4 OG 6.4 5.4 1 9Work environment 5 5.6 6.1 5.4 1 8Immediate manager factors 6 5.6 5.8 5:5) 3 6Recognition 7 5.4 oe 52 4 AGTrainings/skills 8 5.4 55 5.4 ie 10Personal/family circumstances 9 5.3 Gus) 52 6 13
Methods 10 5.3 5.6 5A 7 12Goalsetting V1 53 us) Gat 9 2Nature of the work 12 5.2 5:5 5.2 9 13Pay and benefits 13 5.2 5.4 49 10 15Senior management/interpersonalcommunications 14 5.1 55 49 8 14Team factors 15) 48 Sef 47 15 16Departmental organisation 16 48 5.2 44 14 16

(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)
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Figure 1.6 Importanceof, and satisfaction with, the factors affecting

development productivity
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(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)  
 

lack sufficient staff with the characteristic called ☁feeling☂ (as
opposedto ☁thinking☂) that enables them to better understand the
real meaning that often lies behind the spoken word.

Chapter 4 examines team size, composition, and leadership. We
find that small teams of no more thanfive or six people are more
productive than large teams.It helps if team members have dif-
ferent ♥ even clashing ♥ personalities, particularly during the
early phasesof a project whenroutineis at its lowest. Rather than
acting as a drivingforce, the primary role of team leaders is to
influence and assist team members in their work, by building unity
between team members and ensuring that their goals are align-
ed. The keyactivities for team leaders are participating, support-
ing, goal setting, and organising. To consolidate their position, team
leaders need to influence the behaviour of team members.
Interestingly, the most important sources of influence turn out
to be expertise and the ability to provide challenging work.

In Chapter 5 we introduce a further dimension ♥ the changing
skills that are required by systems developmentstaff as a result
of recent changes, not only in methodsandtools, but in the nature
and type of systems that are worked on. These changes imply a
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need for people with a wider range of systems developmentskills♥ and perhaps with personalities less different from those in theworld at large. This need puts a new emphasis on training, goalsetting, and recruitment. Another factor affecting productivityis the physical working environment. The adverse effects of a poorworking environment on systems development productivity arealso discussed in Chapter5. In particular, developmentstaff needadequate space (100 square feet per personis a useful guideline)and quiet to perform attheirbest. Finally in Chapter 5, we explorethe importance of providing an opportunity for staff to realisetheir ownpersonal goals. This is a particularly important area,because it assists with staff retention and motivation, both ofwhich are key elements of productivity.
Chapter 6 brings our recommendations together in the form ofa brief action checklist, grouped underfive headings. ThetypicalPEPsponsorwill already be acting on manyof the points in thelist, but we would be surprised if any one sponsor werealreadyacting on all of them.
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Chapter 2

Motivational characteristics of systems
development work

Systems development work can be highly motivating, particularly
where an element of staff management is involved. But the
motivating potential varies widely from job to job and across
organisations. Moreover,it is commonplace for systems develop-
ment staff to expect more satisfaction from their work than they
actually get. There are a number of reasons for this, and
understanding them helps to point out ways in whichjob motiva-
tion can be improved. Oneis by increasing job variety through
planned rotation. A second is by job enlargement ♥ something
that can be achieved by adding responsibility for defined areas
of hardware,software, and user support. A third is by improving
the direct provision of feedback ♥ both from immediate managers
and from the user community ♥ about the effectiveness of work
done by developmentstaff.

DATA PROCESSING WORK CAN BE HIGHLY MOTIVATING
According to a survey carried out in the United States, data pro-
cessing, compared with other professions, has the potential to be
highly motivating. The survey results were used to calculate a
measure called Motivating Potential Score (MPS) for a range of
occupations.
HIGH MOTIVATING POTENTIAL OF DATA PROCESSING
Figure 2.1 shows a sample list of occupations, together with the
MPSfor each one. The MPSof 154 for data processing profes-
sionals places the occupation at about the samelevel as managerial
and other professions, and well ahead of other occupations in
terms of motivating potential.
 

Figure 2.1 Motivating potential of a selection of occupations
 Jobcategory

 

 

 

_ Other managers_ DP professionals
Other professionals
Service ♥ :
Sales c
☜Construction

_ Machinetrades
Bench workClerical
Processing

 
    
*MPS: Motivating Potential Score, a measure of the motivating potential of jobs.

The higher the score, the more motivating the job. (Source: US survey carried out in 1980 by Cougar and Zawacki)   
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MEASURING MOTIVATING POTENTIAL
The MPS measureresults from the Job Diagnostic Survey techni-
queoriginally developed by two American researchers, J Richard
Hackman and Greg R Oldham. According to Hackman and Oldham,
the motivating potential of a job is derived from five key
measurable job dimensions:skill variety, task identity, task sig-
nificance, personal responsibility, and work feedback. An equally
weighted combination of the first three dimensions is used to pro-
vide a measure of the perceived importance of the job.
Skill variety is the extent to whichthejobcalls for different skills
and talents. Task identity measures the completeness or
wholeness of the work involved in the job. Task significance is
to do with the job☂s impact on other people. The fourth dimen-
sion measuresthe job holder☂s perception of personal responsibi-
lity for the workin terms of freedom, independence,anddiscre-
tion in determining job procedures. The fifth dimension, work
feedback, is concerned with the job holder☂s knowledge of the
outcomeor effectiveness of the work. Both the extent and the
timeliness of feedback are important.
Each of the dimensionsis rated on a scale of 1 (low) to 7 (high),
and the MPSis defined as the product of perceived importance
of the job, the personal responsibility of the job holder for the
work done, and work feedback. MPS measures can therefore
range from 1 to 343.

WIDE VARIATIONS EXIST IN THE MOTIVATING
POTENTIAL OF SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT WORK
The relatively high overall score for the motivating potential of
data processing work hides wide variations between individual
jobs within any one organisation, and across organisations. These
variations are due to the different nature of the work entailed
by different systems developmentjobs, by lack of scope and work
variety, and by lack of work feedback.
VARIATIONS IN MOTIVATING POTENTIAL OF DIFFERENT JOBS
The motivating potential of jobs within data processing varies
widely, as measured by MPS.Thejob of data processing manager
scores nearly twice as high as program maintenance,for instance.
Figure 2.2 compares the MPSsof data processingjobs with other
jobs, based on the results of studies by Daniel Cougar, Robert
Zawacki, and MelColter (references 1 and 2). These studies were
undertaken in the United States in 1980 and 1985. The researchers
surveyed more than 1,500 staff using Hackman and Oldham☂sjob-
diagnostic survey technique described above.
Figure 2.2 also showsthe MPSsfor five systems developmentjobs
andthe averagefor all systems development jobs, and compares
them with the MPSsof two further categories ofjob ♥ other pro-
fessional staff and other managers. Of the five systems develop-
ment jobs, data processing management has the highest MPS at
199, and maintenancethe lowest at 106. Programmingscores 137,
whilst analysts and analyst/programmersare virtually the same
at 154 and 152 respectively. Of the dimensions that make up the
overall MPS for each of the five data processingjobs, it is work
feedback which scores lowestin all cases except one.

10

The motivating potential of a job
is derived from five key
measurable job dimensions
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Figure 2.2 Motivating potential of systems development jobs compared with other jobs
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dimensions.

a scale of 1(low) to 7(high). Notes: 1 Data relates to staff who spend more than 80 percentof their time on maintenance work.
2 The average of the rating for each of these dimensions forms the rating for the importance of the job.
3 MPSis calculated by multiplying the averagerating of the first three dimensions by the rating of the last two

The above data comes from a USsurvey carried out by Cougar and Zawacki in 1980, except for maintenancestaff, where the data
was gathered in a 1985 US survey by Cougar and Colter. In both cases, survey respondents rated each of the job dimensions on   
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In our own survey of 600 data processing professionals conducted
for this paper (see pages 3 and 4), we undertook a similar
investigation to those of Cougar, Zawacki, and Colter. However,
we asked for twosets of responses to the job-diagnostic survey
questions. One set measured how important respondents judged
the dimensionsto be in affecting their ability to work well; the
other set measuredtheir assessmentof satisfaction with eachjob
dimension in the context of their working environment. Our
survey respondentsalso quantified their responses using a seven-
point scale, which we were able to reconcile with the points-
scoring method used in the American surveys. Werefer to the
measures of motivation derived from our own survey as Job
Motivation Scores (JMSs) to distinguish them from the MPSscale
used by Cougar, Zawacki, and Colter.
Wefoundbothsimilarities and differences between the JMS and
MPSresults. There was considerable agreement between the
surveys overthe large difference in the motivating potential of
jobs within data processing. Figure 2.3 overleaf shows the JMSs
of the six jobs that we measured. Both results suggest that the
motivating potentialofjobs rises through the ranks from program-
mers☂ jobs to systems development managers☂ jobs.
MOTIVATING POTENTIAL OF MAINTENANCE WORK
We examinedhow involvementin maintenance workaffects the
motivating potential of systems development jobs. The result,
measured on the JMSscale, is shownoverleaf in Figure 2.4. The
pattern is oneof fallingjob motivation as the level of maintenance
work increases, except for thosefully or almost fully involved in
maintenance. The score on the JMSscale for the latter group was
only just less than that for programming workin general, in con-
trast to the finding of Cougar☂s survey (see Figure 2.2 again),
which rated the motivating potential of the equivalent level of
maintenance workat a significantly lower level than programming

M1.
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Figure 2.3 Job Motivation Scores (JMSs) for systems development jobs

JMS*
 ala

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10011012

manager
Project manager

Project leader

Systems analyst

Analyst programmer

Programmer

 

*JMSis the productof three ratings, each of whichis in the range 1 (low) to high
(7). The three are importance of the job, responsibility for the work done, and
knowledge of the outcome of the work.

(Source: Butler Cox.survey of PEP sponsors)
 

 

Figure 2.4 Job Motivation Scores (JMSs) vary according to the amountof
maintenance work performed

JMS
T T T T T T T T T
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81-100

61-80

Maintenance 44-60
as % of jobcontent 21-40

 

(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)    
workin general. However, the numberofstaff involvedin this
level of maintenance in our survey was small and the data is
therefore less reliable. The implication of both surveysis clear,
however. Maintenance work should be minimised as much as
possible at the individual level, by spreading it around the work
force. Alternatively, systems developmentmanagers need to make
sure that those engaged in full-time maintenance work are
selected carefully. (We shall return to the topic of maintenance
work in the next PEP Paper.)

12
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A job has a greater motivating
potential when some user or
technical support is included

Greater work variety is a
positive motivator
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VARIATIONS FOR OTHER REASONS
As well as variations in the motivating potential of jobs caused
by the nature of the workitself, we also examined other reasons
for differences in motivating potential. They can be summarised
under three headings: support responsibility, work variety, and
feedback.
Support responsibility
Responsibility for directly supporting the user community is a
positive motivating factor in systems development work,as is
responsibility for directly supporting an aspect of the hardware
or software. These findings are apparent both from Figure 2.5,
and by comparing the motivating scores returned by the different
businesses represented in our survey. Figure 2.5 shows that, when
someuser or technical support is included, a job has a greater
motivating potential than whenit is excluded.
 
Figure 2.5 Job Motivation Scores (JMSs) vary according to the support

responsibilities of the job

JMS
   10 20 80°40 50 60 70° 80 90 100

Job includes some a :
user-support responsibilities |_
Job includes somehardware- and/or software-support responsibilites |
Job has no hardware- and/orsoftware-support
responsibilities
Job has no user-support
responsibilities
Average of all jobs

(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)  
 

Oneofthe businessesin our survey reporteda significantly higher
JMSscorefor its systems developmentstaff than the othersix.
Webelievethatthisis due,in part, to the job-enlargementpolicy
that this company has adopted.Its systems development staff are
encouraged to become experts not only in systems development
project work, but also in defined areas of software, hardware,
and user support. The consequenceof the job-enlargementpolicy
is to increase skill variety, task significance, and personal
responsibility.
Work variety
After a time, anyjob can become mundane whenit lacksvariety.
Greater work variety is a positive motivator. Apart from career
development, which by nature introducesindividuals to a changing
pattern of work and responsibility, the most obvious way of in-
troducing variety is through job rotation. Some businesses take
a planned approach to job rotation precisely because of the
benefits it can deliver. One organisation, for instance, moves pro-
grammers into new teams every two to two-and-a-half years, and
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Chapter 2 Motivational characteristics of systems development work

systems analysts every three to three-and-a-half years.It further
increases work variety by providing its staff with opportunities
to develop productivity aids.
Figure 2.6 comparesthe typical Productivity Index (a key measure
used in PEP productivity assessments) for each of the seven
surveyed organisations with the average time spent in project
teams. The figure suggests that there is a relationship between
productivity and the time spent in project teams ♥ with the
Productivity Index reducing as the average time increases. This
does not necessarily imply a causal relationship ♥ both parameters
could be influenced by project size, for example. The implied
relationship is, however, consistent with the fact that projects of
short duration are more manageable than long ones,and that they
are better for avoiding the troughsin enthusiasm,drive, and vision
that are often the consequence of prolonged project work.
 

Figure 2.6 Productivity Index (Pl) reduces as average time spent in a
project team increases

PI
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 T T = T T T T >5 10 15 20 25 30 35 Average ♥
time spent in
team (months)  (Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)
 

Nonetheless, excessive staff turnover should be avoided. As we
demonstrate in Chapter 5, development productivity reduces once
staff turnover increases beyond a certain point.
Feedback
Jobs that enable the individual to obtain feedback naturally andquickly from the workare intrinsically more motivating. Jobs thatprovide more limited or delayed work feedback need otherexternal mechanisms to provide the required feedback. Hence,
the importance of feedback from managers for some jobs.However, our survey indicates that systems developmentstaffhave greater expectations about the feedback from their managersthan they actually receive. Systems development managers shouldtherefore ensure that staff receive timely feedback about theirperformance.

THE MOTIVATING POTENTIAL OF SYSTEMSDEVELOPMENT JOBS CAN BE INCREASED
In practice, most staff say they expect more from theirjobs thanthey actually get. Fortunately, there are some actions that canbe taken to help improvethe position.
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JOB MOTIVATION IN PRACTICE
Our survey of developmentstaff asked them to rate on a scale of
1 (low) to 7 (high) the importanceof, and their satisfaction with,
thejob-motivation dimensions. The results averagedacrossall staff
within the seven organisations are shown in Figure 2.7.
 
Figure 2.7 Importance andsatisfaction with the five job-motivation
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Key to job-motivation dimensions:
FB Feedback
RW Responsibility for work
SV_ Skill variety
Tl Task identity
TS Task significance
(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)  
 

The dimensions rated as most important are task identity, skill
variety, and responsibility for the work done. Feedback about the
results of the work done was rated as having lower importance,
but there wassignificantly less satisfaction with the feedback
actually received compared to the other dimensions. The only
dimension wherethere weresignificant differencesin satisfaction
betweenthe seven organisations was on tasksignificance. Overall,
though, the staff in our survey saw less distinction between.
importance andsatisfaction in the area of job motivation than in
any other covered by our survey.

Our survey also asked about the importanceof, and satisfaction
with, feedback from the respondents☂ immediate managers. Here,
importance was rated muchhigherthansatisfaction than for any
of the five job-motivation dimensions. Again, this emphasises that
systems development managers should be paying much greater
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attention to providing feedback about an individual☂s per-
formance.

IMPROVING THE MOTIVATION POTENTIAL

Although it is commonplace for systems developmentstaff to
expect moresatisfaction from their work than they actually get,
there are steps that PEP sponsors can take to improve the
situation. Oneis to increasejob variety through plannedjob rota-
tion. Anotheris to increase variety by enlarging jobs, something
that can be achieved by adding responsibility for defined areas
of hardware, software, and user support to the conventional
project-development responsibilities of analysts and programmers.
Improving feedbackis yet another way of increasing motivation.
Jobs that incorporate built-in feedback about the effectiveness
of work performanceare intrinsically more motivating than those
that do not. Programmers whose code is used soon after it is
generated are better placedin this respect than systems designers
who have to wait a significant period of time before receiving
reassurance that their design was a good one. Whendelay in feed-
back is unavoidable,it helps to provide feedback in an alternative
form. That is why feedback from managers is so important for
some jobs.

This raises the wholeissue of leadership and team working,a topic
we examine in Chapter 4. Before doing so, however, we discuss
the personality characteristics of systems development staff,
because personality has a lot to do not only with how well develop-
ment staff relate to the user community, but also with the way
they work together in teams.
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Chapter 3

Personality characteristics of
systems developmentstaff

Ask someone outside the profession for a caricature of data pro-
cessing staff and they will probably mention the inarticulate
programmer, the aggressive analyst, and the uncommunicative
project manager. Such caricatures may be exaggerated, but they
can also reveal deeper truths.
Thefactis that there are significant differences betweenthe per-
sonality characteristics of systems development staff and those
of the population at large. Systems staff are more introverted,
intuitive, thinking, and judgemental. As a result they are,in rela-
tion to the average, insensitive, short of communicationsskills,
and☁loners☂, preferring to work by themselvesrather than as part
of a team. This has implications for management, in terms both
of matching individuals to jobs and of mixing personalities within
project teams.

PERSONALITY PROFILES DIFFER FROM AVERAGE
The difference between the personality profile of systems
development staff and that of the population at large becomes
apparent whenthepersonalities of systems people are measured
and then compared with the average for the whole population.
MEASURING PERSONALITY
Personality can be defined as the characteristics that determine
the way a person thinks and behaves. Becauseit influences the
behaviour and performance of staff, personality is a subject of
interest to researchers. One measurement of personality is the
Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), named after its two
originators, Isabel B Myers and Katherine C Briggs. This measure-
ment became widely used in the late 1970s.
The MBTIis based on the four interrelated dimensions of per-
sonality identified by Carl Jung ♥ introverted/extroverted (I/E),
sensing/intuitive (S/N), thinking/feeling (T/F), and judging/perceiv-
ing (J/P). Each dimensionis a continuum extending between two
end points, each of which corresponds to one of the twolabels
of the dimension. Thus, at one end of the judging/perceiving
dimension an individual is concerned solely with processing the
information to reach a conclusion (judging); at the other end, with
gathering and processing information (perceiving). Similarly, an
introvert is concerned with the inner world of concepts andideas,
and an extrovert with people and things in the world at large.
Individuals☂ personal MBTIsare stated in termsof their position
on each of the four dimensions. MBTIs are assessed by using a.
structured questionnaire, the answers to the questions helping
to position the respondents in the dimensions. Several businesses
specialise in providing questionnaires of varying length and
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precision that are similar in purpose and concept to the MBTI. For
example, Organisation Design and Development Inc of Penn-
sylvania markets a product called the PersonalStyle Inventory.
It is relatively easy to administerandis self scoring. Respondents
fill in answersto each question using a numeric preferencescale.
COMPARING PERSONALITY
Studies have been conductedto identify the frequency of occur-
rence of different personalities as measured on the MBTI scale.
These studies have covered both the population at large, and
systems developmentstaff. They show that there is a marked dif-
ference in the personality profile of systems developmentstaff
and the average person.Figure 3.1 provides one example.It shows
that, compared to the average, systems developmentstaff are
more introverted, more intuitive, more thinking, and more
judgemental. The measures of the personality profile of the
systems developmentstaff in this chart come from a study of 1,229
individuals conducted by Michael L Lyons during the period 1982
to 1985, largely in the United States (reference 3).
A moredetailed analysis compares systems developmentstaff and
the general population in each of the 16 personality classifications
(knownas the Myers Briggs Personality Classifications) that can
be combined from the end-point pairs of the four dimensions.It
shows that more than half of all systems developmentstaff fall
into just three of the classifications, compared with only 8 per
cent of the population at large (see Figure 3.2).
An extension of the same classification provides a further level
of insight. It concludes that the typical systems developmentstaff

 

Figure 3.1 Systems developmentstaff have different personality
characteristics to the general population

Introverted

         
Perceiving Thinking»

 Sensing -H♥♥{ Intuitive

Feeling Judging

Extroverted
rT) Systems developmentstaff

General population

 

According to Carl Jung, personality characteristics cam be measured on four axes.
The shapes depict the proportions of the population that are extroverted and in-
troverted, intuitive and sensing, feeling and thinking, and perceiving and judging.
{f all of the population displayed oneofthe pairs of characteristics, the shape would
be wholly on that half of the axis.   
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personality mix contains an unusually high proportion of types
knownasreflective reasoners, thoughtful innovators, and logical
decision makers ♥ but an unusually low proportion of action-
oriented realists and adaptable extroverts.
SOCIAL AND GROWTH NEEDS
The findings using the Myers Briggs indicator of personality is
complemented by research undertaken by Cougar, Zawacki, and
Colter, whose surveys of staff motivation have already been
described in Chapter 2. These researchers constructed a measure
of the need of staff for social contact, which they called ☁social-
need strength☂. They found that this measure wasdistinctly lower
 
Figure 3.2 Personality comparison
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♥ ESTP Practical, unhurried,
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(Source: Michael L Lyons) Clearly, the personality of systems
development staff is by no means
representative of the populationat large.  
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for data processing staff than for other professions. They also
obtained a measureof an individual☂s need for accomplishment,
learning and developing, and for being stimulated and challenged,
which they defined as ☁growth-need strength☂, or GNS.
Significantly, Cougar, Zawacki, and Colter found that GNS
measures are higher amongst systems developmentstaff than in
the population at large, and that social-need strength measures
are lower than in the population at large. They also found more
high GNS types amongst the systems development community
than average. High GNStypesare characterised by stronger goal
orientation, ambition, interest in further education, assertion,in-
quisitiveness, and initiative. There was some difference in GNS
(and needfor social contact) between individuals in their survey,
as Figure 3.3 indicates. GNS washighest amongst data process-
ing managers.
 

Figure 3.3 Systems developmentstaff have different needs to otherstaff

eth
Needs measure
Growth-need strength (GNS)"_ : :
Social-need strength? | se eee cone

 

Notes:
1 GNSis a measure of an individual's need for accomplishment, learning,

development, stimulation, and challenge.
2 Social-need strength is a measure of an individual's need for social contact.

(Source: Survey by Cougar and Zawacki)    
Our own survey went some way towards corroborating these
findings. Although the results cannot be compareddirectly with
those of Cougar, Zawacki, and Colter because of differences in
the questions posed andthe scoring method, they do support the
view that systems development staff have lower inherent social
needs. However, this does not conflict with our finding that
systems development staff recognise that good relationships with
team membersare importantin the interests of getting the work
done.

PERSONALITY DIFFERENCES AFFECT PROJECT SUCCESS
Wesaid above that systems developmentstaff are comparatively
introverted, intuitive, thinking, andjudgemental. They also have
a relatively low needfor social contact, and a relatively high one
for training, development, and difficult assignments. There is
evidence that these characteristics have a direct bearing on thesuccess of project teams.It helps to take accountof personalities
when composing teams, which implies the need to measure the
personalities of systems developmentstaff.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL
Thefirst implication of the personality characteristics of systemsdevelopmentstaff is that they are more suited to working on
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self-contained tasks. Supervisors and managers should therefore
recognise that they are more likely to be managing a group of
individuals rather than teams.
The second implication is that systems development people may
be less inclined to communicate because of their leaning to in-
troversion andtheir relatively low need for social contact. This
inclination may also contribute to increased risks when using
larger teams for systems development projects.
The third implication arises from the fact that systems develop-
ment staff have high GNS measures. Wesaid earlier that GNS
types are characterised by being goal oriented, ambitious, and in-
ternally motivated, by their drive to seek increasingly difficult
assignments, and by their need for feedback. To a large extent,
these characteristics substitute for their low needforsocial con-
tact. It is therefore important to match an individual with a high
growth-needstrength with a job that provides a high motivating
potential.
One PEPsponsor, with high productivity as measured by the Pro-
ductivity Index, recognises the individuality ofits staff by asking
them at six-month intervals about their wishes for future work
assignments.It believes that between 90 and 95 per centof staff
requirements are being met. Thereis also strong encouragement
for development managers to take account of individual needs
and circumstances. This is achieved by clarifying what is expected
by the manager and whattheindividuals are prepared to commit
to.
IMPLICATIONS FOR TEAM WORKING
The difference in personality between systems developmentstaff
and the general population has implications for project teams as
well as for individual staff. The first, and perhaps most obvious,
implication is that team experienceis sought relatively rarely by
systems development staff. Perhaps less obviousis the conse-
quenceof the relative dominanceof thinking as opposed to feel-
ing types amongst systems developmentstaff (81 per cent were
classified as thinking types, according to the study by M Lyons
referred to earlier in this chapter). The lack of feeling types in
development teams seemsto be an important contributor to the
failure of projects. Feeling people are probably able to unders-
tand more completely than thinking types whatothers really think
and believe because they can☁feel☂ the meaning behind the words
that are used to express them.
Research by Kate Kaiser and Robert Bostrom (reference 4) seems
to show that project teams should contain a balance of thinking
and feeling personalities. Ideally, this balance should bereflected
in both the systems developmentstaff on the team, and the user
department☂s representatives. Kaiser and Bostrom investigated
a series of four projects within a single company,the first three
of which were failures whilst the fourth was a success. They ex-
amined the mix of personalities of those involved in the successful
project and oneof the unsuccessfulones, looking for an explana-
tion of the different project outcomes. The personality mixes in
the unsuccessful and the successful teams were much the same
for three of the four dimensions. The main difference occurred
in the thinking/feeling dimension where,in the failed project, the
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team members(including the user representatives) were thinkersrather than feelers, whereas the user department☂s clerical staff
contained a much higher proportion of feelers.
In the successful project, feeling types were distributed almostequally amongst the user department, user representatives, andsystems developmentstaff. Moreover, although offset somewhatby the more extroverted user representatives, the completeabsence of extroverted types amongst the systems developmentstaff in the failed project seems certain to have had an influence.
Systems development managers may complain that it is hardenough to pick team membersalready, without the further com-plication of ensuring that the optimum personality mix is obtained. Systems developmentOn the other hand,it is importantto getit right if project success 4¢partments should introducedepends on getting the right blend. Knowing the personality Dersquality testingcharacteristics of the staff is an essential starting point.It followsthat we believe that systems development departments shouldintroduce personality testing.
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Chapter 4

Team size, composition, and leadership

Because team working is commonplace in systems development,
it is important to understandthe factors that affect team produc-
tivity. In this paper, we are concerned with factors to do with
individuals☂ personality and characteristics, and the way they
interact in the team situation. The factors are many and diverse.
In this paper, we focus on three of the most important ♥ team
size, team composition, and the role of the leader.
Weconsiderthese three factors in turn in this chapter, showing
that small teamsoffive or six people are generally more produc-
tive than large ones, and that the primaryrole of the team leader
is to facilitate the work of the team, and to influence the
behaviour of team members through participation, support, goal
setting, planning, and so forth.

SMALL TEAMS ARE MOREEFFECTIVE THAN LARGE ONES
Although they may not have disappeared entirely, the days of
large monolithic systems developmentproject teamsare passing.
Most organisations undertaking large systems development pro-
jects now usually break the project into a series of smaller self-
contained ones. Our view is that the work should be subdivided
so it can be performed by teams containing no morethanfive or
six staff.
TEAMS AND TEAM ROLES
Althoughit is normalfor systems developmentworkto be under-
taken by teams, little true team work takesplacein practice. If
it is properly planned, muchof the work ♥ particularly in the main
system-build phase ♥ can be madeupfrom units of complete self-
contained tasks. Each task can be undertaken by an individual,
with short, thoughcritical, periods of communication between
the individuals performing the tasks. This principle is analogous
to those usedfor high-quality system-design work, which is based
on theprinciplesof low coupling(little dialogue between modules)
combined with high cohesion (grouping together highly inter-
related tasks). The main purposeof groupingthe individuals into
teams is to ensure that everyone is committed to, and working
towards, achievingthe overall objective of developing a successful
system. The key task for the team leaderis to ensure that in-
dividuals☂ goals are aligned with those of the team.
Although much systems development work can be accomplished
by individuals, there are times when genuine team working is
needed in every project, such as during the design phase. Team
composition and ensuring that the roles of the individual are
clearly defined then becomecrucial.
Thereis a considerable body of material about the numberof iden-
tifiable roles in a team. A case in point is the work carried out
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by Dr R Meredith Belbin of the Industrial Training Research Unit
(formerly part of University College, London) ♥ reference 5. His
research led him to identify eight team roles, each of which he
believed to be essential to the success of the team (see Figure 4.1).
This analysis assumeslittle or no ambiguity in role definition ♥
something that becomes increasingly hard to achieve as the
 

Figure 4.1 Eight roles are essential for a successful team
 

Role Typical characteristics Positive qualities Allowable weaknesses
 

Company worker:
turning concepts and plansinto practical
working procedures; carrying out agreed
plans automatically andefficiently.

Conservative, dutiful,
predictable.

Organising ability,
practical commonsense,
hard-working,
self-discipline.

Lackofflexibility,
unresponsiveness to
unproven ideas.
 

Chairman:
controlling the way in which a team moves
towards the group objectives by making
best use of team resources; recognising
where team☂s strengths and weaknesses
are; ensuring best use of members☂
potentials.

Calm, self-confident,controlled. A capacity for treating
and welcomingall
potential coniributors on
their merits and without
prejudice. A strong
sense of objectives.

No more than ordinary
in termsofintellect or
creative ability.

 

Shaper:
shaping the way team effort is applied;
directing attention generally to the setting of
objectives andpriorities; seeking to impose
some shapeor pattern on group discussion
and on outcome of groupactivities.

Highly strung, outgoing,
dynamic.

Drive and a readiness to
challengeinertia,
ineffectiveness,
complacency, or
self-deception.

Proneness to
provocation,irritation,
and impatience.

 

Plant:
advancing new ideas andstrategies with
special attention to major issues; looking for
possible breaks in approach to the
problems with which group is confronted.

Individualistic, serious-
minded, unorthodox.

Genius, imagination,
intellect, and knowledge.

Upin the clouds,
inclined to disregard
practical details or
protocol.
 

Resourceinvestigator:
exploring and reporting on ideas,
developments, and resources outside the
group; creating external contacts that may
be useful to the team and conducting any
subsequent negotiations.

Extroverted, enthusiastic,
curious, communicative.

A capacity for contacting
people and exploring
anything new. An ability
to respond to challenge.

Liable to lose interest
oncetheinitial
fascination has passed.
 

Monitor-evaluator:
analysing problem; evaluating ideas and
suggestions so that team is better placed to
take balanced decisions.

Sober, unemotional,
prudent.

Judgement, discretion,
hard-headedness

Lacks inspiration or the
ability to motivate others.
 

Team-worker:
supporting membersin their strengths;
underpinning membersin their short-
comings; improving communications
between members and fostering team spirit
generally.

Socially orientated, rather
mild, sensitive.

An ability to respond to
people andto situations,
and to promote team
spirit.

Indecisiveness at
moments ofcrisis.

 

Completer-finisher:
ensuring team is protected as far as
possible from mistakes of both omission and
commission; actively searching for aspects
or work that need a more than usual degree
of attention; maintaining a sense of urgency
within the team.  Painstaking, orderly,

conscientious, anxious.  A capacity for follow-
through. Perfectionism.

A tendency to worry
about small things. A
reluctanceto ☁let go☂.    

(Source: Dr R Meredith Belbin) 
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complexity of tasks to be undertaken by a team increases.In prac-
tice, however, Belbin found that one individual can perform more
than one role so, according to this research, the number of in-
dividuals in a team need not be as many aseight.

SMALL TEAMS ARE PREFERRED

There is nothing morelikely to attract media attention than a large
IT developmentproject that has failed to deliver. Few organisa-
tions these days are prepared to contemplate large projects of 100
work-years or more. Instead, they minimise the risks of failure
either by trying to reducethesize of the project and the number
of people in the teams engaged on eachone,orby trying to divide
the project into more manageable smaller ones.
One company wetalked with estimated that one of its current
projects would require between 100 and 140 work-yearsof effort.
The project could be phased, but the first phase could not be
reduced to fewer than 80 or 90 work-years. Furthermore, this
phase had to be completed within nine months. To avoid thedif-
ficulties of managing sucha large monolithic project, the company
chose to split up the overall project into separate projects, each
one to be undertaken by teams of no more than eight people.
Another organisation (a PEP sponsor) has, in the past, used teams
of up to 40 staff ♥ but is seeking ways of avoiding this in future.
It has learnt that large teams lead to problems with defining and
allocating responsibilities and accountability, difficulties in iden-
tifying ☁whole☂ or ☁complete☂ pieces of work, problems with com-
munications between team members, and to lowerstaff involve-
ment.

The growing use of contemporary systems development methods
is further encouraging the trend to small teams, as we explained
in PEP Paper 6 on managing contemporary system development
methods.
TEAM SIZE OF FIVE ORSIX IS BEST
Our view is that, wheneverpractical, systems development pro-
ject teams should belimited to just five or six.people. This con-
sensus aligns with the research of Dr Belbin mentioned above.
He found that a team of four was the minimum necessary to
accommodate the essential team roles effectively. Teamsof six
were found to be best in termsof their stability and endurance,
and their ability to allow either for some overlap in team roles,
or for one or two individuals to concentrate on single roles.

Many PEPsponsorsalready avoid forminglarge teams, preferring
to use medium to small teamsof 12 downto as few asfive instead.
These organisations have recognised the benefits of using small
teams. This may explain why,in our survey, the importance of
team size was ranked only seventh from the bottom ofall the 84
factors we assessed. Organisations with small project teams no
longer perceive team size as an important issue. Figure 4.2
overleaf shows the maximum numberofstaff used at any one time☝
in the projects recorded in the PEP database. The most frequent-
ly occurring peakis five. Seventy-five per cent of projects have
a peak staffing of 12 or less.
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Figure 4.2 The maximum numberof staff used on development
projects
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(Source: PEP database of business systems development projects)   
TEAM COMPOSITION AFFECTS PRODUCTIVITY
Teams go through fourstages of development. Each stage makesdifferent demands, compoundingthe problem of ensuring that theteam members form the optimum blendof personalities.
DIFFERENT STAGES OF TEAM DEVELOPMENT MAKE
DIFFERENT DEMANDS
Individuals who are brought together in a systems developmentteam do not immediately form a closely knit unit. Teams gothrough their own stages of development ♥ knownasorienta-tion, internal problem solving, growth and productivity, andevaluation and control ♥ as weillustrate in Figure 4.3. (The stagesare, of course, quite distinct from the development phasesof theproject that the team is working on.) Team performanceis heavilyinfluenced by the team-working stage of development that hasbeen reached. Each stage in the team-development processischaracterised by different behaviour and team performance.
Team developmentis likely to stagnate at the internal problem-solving stage, preventing performance from progressing to thehigh point associated with strong cohesion and alignmentofin-dividual and team goals. Moreover, changes in team composition,structure, and leadership can cause team developmentto revertto an earlier stage. Team leaders need to recognise and reducethe impact of these earlier phases of team development so thatthe team can progress as quickly as possible to the most produc-tive phases.
TEAM-COMPOSITION REQUIREMENTS DIFFER BY DEVELOPMENT PHASE
Systems development work tends to be moreroutine in the laterdevelopmentphases.This assertion is based on a study undertaken
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Figure 4.3 Stages in the developmentof a team

 

(Source: Andrew D Szilagyi and Mare J Wallace ♥ reference 6) 
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2 developmentare less
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undertaken in 1986 of 68 staff from 20 large-sized firms in the
United States (see reference 7). The staff had workedin data pro-
cessing for five or more years, and most were systems analysts
who had workedearlier as programmers. The study participants
were asked to respond to questions aimed at assessing how routine
the work was at each phase of development. The results, which
show that systems development work becomes moreroutine as
the phases progress, are shownin Figure 4.4.
Teamsconsisting of people with similar personality work best on
simple routine tasks. Such teams encourage cooperation and com-
munication. Thus teams made up of people with similar per-
sonalities will be more appropriate during the later development
phases, whenthe extent to which workis routine is greatest. By
contrast, teams made up of unlike individuals work better dur-
ing the earlier project phases when the amount of routine work
is smaller. Such teamsare good for problem-solving tasks, and for
tasks involving complex decision making because the team
membersstimulate each other, producing a higher level of per-
formance and quality. Teams made upof unlike individuals can,
however,create a great deal of conflict. On the other hand, teams
of similar people encourage conformity, which can lead to un-
productive activity if the team norms (for work output, quality,
workingpractices, and so on) are not consistent with team goals.
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From the above,it is clear that the formation of a balanced team
requires that account be taken of considerably more than the
technical expertise of individual team members. Those responsi-
ble for forming teams have to be concerned with the personalities
of the members, and to be aware of the need to change the team
composition as a development project progresses. In future, the
composition of project teams may need to become morefluid, with
individuals being assigned to them from time to time and ona
part-time basis, so changing the composition of the team in
termsof personality as well as skill. The need to do this becomes
increasingly importantas thesize of project teams reduces, as they
will do with the use of contemporary systems development
methods.
COHESION AND SELF SELECTION
Cohesionis a further consideration in team formation. Cohesion
describes the extent to which team membersare able to form a
closely knit working unit. Productivity improves with increasing
cohesion, mainly because cohesive teamsare better at conform-
ing to team norms, provided the normsare aligned with team
goals. Cohesion reduceswith increasing team size. It also reduces
with increasing intrateam competition (though it increases with
growing interteam competition).
Self selection, whereby team membershipis decided by the teammembers themselves, is an approach to team formation that canbe successful. Research (by De Marco and Lister ♥ reference 8)reports on how one company advertises new projects on thenoticeboard andinvites staff to form themselvesinto teamsto bidfor the work. The potential teams are assessed in termsof theirsuitability to the work, how well the individuals complement eachothers☂ skills, and the likely disruption to other work. Cohesionbetween the membersof teams subsequently formed was usuallyhigh.

TEAM LEADER☂S PRIMARYROLEIS A FACILITATING ONE
Rather than acting as a driving force, the primary role of teamleadersis to influence,assist, and motivate team membersin theirwork. The primary way in which team leaders can effectivelycarry outthis role is to adopt an appropriate combination of fourbehaviour patterns known as participative, supportive, goal-oriented, and organisational.
TEAM LEADERS NEED TO ADDRESS MANY FACTORS
Leadership is hard to define. What the many studies of the sub-ject show mostclearly is that it defies complete understanding.A composite of the views and perspectives available is shown inFigure 4.5. This figure illustrates that the team leaderis only oneinfluence on an individual☂s behaviour. The team leader☂s be-haviouris likewise influenced by manyfactors includingthat ofthe individuals in the team. Team leaders therefore need to takeaccountof the factors that may be influencing individual perfor-mance, andeither act to alleviate or change the factors that arecausing unproductive behaviour, or act to increase the strengthof other influences that promote productive behaviour.
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 Figure 4.5 Characteristics of team leadership
The team leaderis only one of severalinfluences on the behaviour of subordinates.
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The arrowsrepresentinfluences and the directions in which they apply  
 

MEASURING LEADERSHIP
If leadership is hardto define,it is equally hard to measure. To
date, no attempt has beenentirely satisfactory. In the 1940s and
1950s, measuringleadership traits was fashionable. The idea was
to identify traits that could distinguish successful from unsuc-
cessful leaders by looking at physical characteristics, social
background,intelligence, personality, and task-related and social
characteristics. The results proved inconsistent in termsof a cor-
relation between these characteristics and leader effectiveness.
But they did point to the importanceof certain characteristics of
leaders: alertness, self confidence, personal integrity, self
assurance, and dominance;their high need for achievement and
responsibility, initiative, and their high task orientation; and their
active participation in variousactivities, their personal-interaction
strengths, and their willingness to cooperate with others.

In the 1950s, behavioural theories were concerned with leaders☂
actions. The theories concentrated on twobasic leadershipstyles,
task and employeeorientation. Research at that time concluded
that behaviour alone was an insufficient explanation of leader-
ship in practice, and that other situational factors needed to be
taken into account.
By the late 1960s, situational theories were in vogue. These
theories were concerned with results and indicated that leaders☂
effectiveness dependedontheirability first to diagnose a situa-
tion, and then to change either the various situational factors or
to adopt an appropriate leadershipstyle.
TEAM LEADER☂S ROLE
Althoughthe definition and measurement of leadership remains
something of a mystery, the requirements of the team leader☂s
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role in systems development are clearer. The role of the team
leaderis a facilitating one ♥ it is oriented primarily to helping
individual team membersto increase personal reward andsatisfac-
tion by aligning individual goals with team goals and by acting
to make the process of achieving the rewards and satisfaction
easier to follow. Four key behaviour patternspersist, regardless
of the style a particular leader adopts to suit changing cir-
cumstances. The four behaviour patterns are known as par-
ticipative, supportive, goal oriented, and organisational.
Participative behaviourstresses the sharing of information, theconsultation of team members, and using their ideas and sugges-
tions in decision making. Supportive behaviour emphasises con-cern for the welfare and well-being of team members, and thecreation of a friendly and pleasing environment. Achievement-oriented behaviour is concerned with setting challenging goals,expecting team members to perform at the optimum level, andcontinually seeking for improvements in performance. Instrumen-tal behaviour includes planning, organising, controlling, andcoordinating individuals☂ activities. Planning is also concernedwith minimising ambiguity in role definitions, and minimisingroleconflict ♥ both problems that reduce with smaller teams (seepage 25). Different team memberswill respond in different waysto the behaviour patterns of the team leader. An effective teamleader will therefore need to adjust his or her behaviourto suitspecific situations and individuals.
The importanceof leadership abilities and styles is certainly clearto the developmentstaff we surveyed. Overall, they ranked theleadership abilities and style of their immediate manageras sixthout of the 84 factors. The extent to which their expectations abouttheir immediate managers☂ leadership abilities and styles are be-ing metis illustrated in Figure 4.6. The figure showsthe averageimportance andsatisfaction ratings across all seven organisationsandalso the average scoresfor thestaff in two specific organisa-tions (☁E☂ and ☁G☂in Figure 1.4). In general, thereis less satisfac-tion relative to importance with the immediate managers☂ leader-ship than for most other factors studied in our survey. But thereare considerable differences betweenthe different organisations.For example, the staff in organisation G rated their satisfactionwith their immediate managers☂ styles higher than those inorganisation E on all five dimensions of behaviour, although theyhad rated the importance of the dimensions very similarly.
A preliminary analysis of the data suggests that at least half ofthe organisations we surveyed may need to pay some attentionto this area. The problem appearsto lie mainly in staff not feel-ing they are being given the opportunity to participate sufficientlyin their immediate manager☂s decision making. Someorganisationsare already well aware of the need to do this, however. One PEPsponsor, notedfor its high systems development productivity, em-phasised staff participation in a recent recruitment campaign. Thiscampaign wasbased on a survey of existing staff, who identifiedparticipation as a consistent and necessary theme in their work-ing environment.
Another important characteristic of team leadership is the flex-ibility to adapt leadership style to suit the circumstance of themoment. Flexibility becomes increasingly important whenproject
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Figure 4.6 The importanceofandsatisfaction with dimensions of the immediate manager☂s behaviour
Systems developmentstaff were asked to
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(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)  
 

and team requirements change from phase to phase of systems
development. Flexibility is required for several reasons. One is
to handle the changing nature of work in the different phases.
Anotheris to handle the developmentin team working that takes
place betweeninitial orientation and final evaluation (see Figure
4.3). Other requirements of leadership flexibility are to handle
different situations and individual team members, and to handle
different types of conflict situation ♥ a topic that we consider
in the next section.
PERSONAL EXPERTISE IS TEAM LEADER☂S STRONGEST
SOURCE OF INFLUENCE
To substantiate their position, leaders need a portfolio of
strengths, called an influencebase. The needfor an influence base
is recognised by leaders☂ managers,andis reinforced by research
into the effect of influences on leaders☂ effectiveness in securing
project performance, and in resolving conflicts.
INFLUENCE BASE
According to someresearchers, there are nine separate sources
of influence that can be distinguished within a leader☂s influence
base.It is the relative importanceof these influence sources that
is particularly interesting.
A survey (by Thamhain and Wilemon ♥ reference 9) has reveal-
ed that, according to project managers,the top three influences
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are expertise, authority, and work challenge (see Figure 4.7). The
research programme of which the survey was a part went on to
look at the effect of each influence on two key measures of
leaders☂ effectiveness ♥ project performance and conflict
resolution. The research found that, according to their immediate
superiors, the more that project managers use expertise and work
challenge to influence team members, the better their overall
performanceandthe greater their ability to resolve project-related
conflict (see Figure 4.8). Although authority is perceived by
project managers to be important (it is ranked second by them
to expertise), their superiors believe that its use leads to lower
effectiveness ratings in terms of both project performance and
conflict resolution.
 
Figure 4.7 Project manager☂s sources of influence ranked by perceived

importance

 

(Source: Survey of 100 project managers by Thamhain and Wilemon)
 
 
Figure 4.8 Effectiveness of project manager☂s sourcesof influence

 
*Kendall rank correlation coefficients, which can range from ♥1 to +1.
Positive correlations indicate that the source ofinfluence has itiveV a posi effect on (Source: Survey of 100 project managers☂ superiors by Thamhain and Wilemon)  
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Wehave mentioned two key measuresof a leader☂s effectiveness
as being project performance and conflict resolution. The second
of these requires some explanation. Successful systems develop-
ment teams should expect there to be some conflict between team
members, as a result, for instance, of teams being composed of
individuals of differing personality. Up to a point, conflict can be
beneficial becauseit can help to introduce ideas that lead to better
decision making. But conflict is destructiveif it erodes team effort
andspirit, if it results in poor decision making,orif it introduces
lengthy delays on matters of insignificance. So the degree of con-
flict between team members has to be managed.
There are five basic ways of managing conflict. One is by con-
frontation, which involves a rational problem-solving approach.
The disputing parties solve their differences by focusing on issues,
looking at alternative approaches,andselecting the best one. The
second is by compromising: searching for a solution that brings
some degree of satisfaction to all the parties. The third method
of conflict resolution is accommodation, which emphasises com-
mon areas of agreement and de-emphasisesareas of difference.
The fourthis called forcing, which involves adopting one view-
point at the expense of another. Finally, there is withdrawal,
which means retreating from the conflict issue.
Figure 4.9 shows how Thamhain and Wilemon☂s research found
conflict-handling methodsto be favouredor rejected by the pro-
ject managers they surveyed. Confrontation was favouredby the
greatest numberandrejected by the fewest number. Withdrawal
was least popular. Project managers that emphasised expertise
and work challenge as their most important influences were most
likely to resolve conflicts by confrontation, at the same time
avoiding withdrawal. Those favouring withdrawal (and com-
promising) tended to use friendship as their mostinfluential means
of managing conflict.
 

Figure 4.9 Use of conflict-handling methods by project managers
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(Source: Survey of 100 project managers☂ superiors by Thamhain and Wilemon)  
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Interestingly, Thamhain and Wilemon also found that project
managers who emphasised expertise had to deal with increased
conflict on technical issues. They concluded that project managers
were more concerned about the outcome ofa conflict situation
andits impact on project performance than they were about theintensity of conflict.
The implication for systems development is that team leadersshould be selected on the basis not only of their technical exper-tise butalso their ability to resolve conflicts among team members.Selecting the optimum mix of team members and leaders,however,is not sufficient to ensure productive systems develop-ment.It is also necessary to take accountof skills requirements,the working environment, and the opportunities that staff havefor personal advancement.
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advancement

So far in this paper we have been concerned with the motivating
nature of systems development work, and with staff personality
and the effect on team performance of personality mix and team
size. In this chapter we introduce a further dimension ♥ the
changing skills that are required by systems development staff
as a result of recent changes not only in methods andtools, but
in the nature and type of systems that are worked on.
These changesherald a need for people of a more generalist nature
in systems development ♥ perhaps with personalities less dif-
ferent from those of the world at large. This puts a new emphasis
not only on recruitment, but also on training and goal setting in
systems development departments. A further dimension affecting
productivity is the physical working environment. We examine
these points in turn in this chapter. Finally, we explore the
importance of providing an opportunity for systems development
staff to realise their own personal goals. Providing appropriate
opportunities assists with staff retention and motivation, both of
which are key elements of productivity.

NEW SKILL REQUIREMENTS POINT TO STAFF
WHO ARE BETTER GENERALISTS
Today☂s systems and methodsrequire systems development staff
to have a rangeofskills that is wider than haspreviously existed.
In particular, there is now a requirement for more people-oriented
skills. The changing skills requirement points to staff who can com-
bine areas of specialism with a broad range of generalskills.
BROADENING SKILLS REQUIREMENT
PEP Paper 6 (on the management of contemporary system
development methods) explained why adopting contemporary
development methods creates the need for a wider range of
systems developmentskills. The same methodsare also promoting
the trend towards smaller teams. From the standpoint of the in-
dividual, what this means is the need for more people-oriented
skills.
Aetna Life & Casualty, a major US insurance company,hascar-
ried out studies across its business to identify the skills and
knowledge that its employeeswill need in the 1990s. One study
looked at systemsstaff. It found that, in 1985, systems profes-
sionals needed 34skills to do their jobs effectively. By 1988, the
numberhadrisen to 91 skills. In the 1990s, the numberof skills
required is expected to rise to more than 100.

Manyof the additionalskills are of a business and organisational,
rather than a technical, nature. This assertion also follows from
other recent studies into skills requirements, particularly those
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of systems analysts. In general terms, the studies show that skills
can be clustered into groups, and that the groups can be ranked
in order of importance as follows: people, the business, systems,
society at large, computers, and modelling.
The study of systemsstaff at Aetna Life & Casualty categorised
skills under four headings. Thefirst is technical skills, covering
areas such as programming productivity, new analysis and design
techniques, new maintenancetools, fourth-generation languages,
expert systems, and telecommunications. The second is people
skills, including: negotiating with users and suppliers; relating with -
users, colleagues, and management; setting goals; managing timeand stress; and communicating both orally and in writing. The
third headingis business knowledge, including general industryand market knowledge, and knowledge about the company☂s pro-ducts and services. Finally, the fourth headingis changeskills,which are aimedat equippingstaff to deal with change and covertopics such as migrating to new technologies, learning to workclosely with people in new areas of the company, and under-standing organisational behaviour.
Whatis striking aboutthis list of skills is its sheer breadth. Onpage 38, we describe how AetnaLife & Casualtyis tackling theproblem of training its systems developmentstaff.
IMPORTANCE OF NONTECHNICAL SKILLS
According to manyresearchers, the most important of the manyskills needed by systems analysts for the successful outcome ofa project are those to do with people. This finding accords withthe results of our own survey, which found that systems ☁develop-ment staff rank people skills ahead of technical skills, andtechnical skills ahead of change skills and business knowledge(these last two were equally ranked). Interestingly, this findingat first sight seems to be at variance with what systemsanalystsactually concern themselves with in practice. According to a studyundertaken by Nicholas P Vitalari (reference 10), they place moreimportance on systems matters than either people or organisa-tional matters (probably,in our view, as a consequenceof theirpersonality and skills).
Vitalari based his findings on the frequency with which systemsanalysts mentioned what hecalled ☁knowledge categories☂ (200were identified). His contention was that high frequency ofmention implied high perceived importance. Systems analystswere questioned individually about how they would determinethe requirements for an accounts-receivable system. Twenty -ofthe knowledge categories accounted for as much as 60 per centof mentions. The next 30 accounted for 15 per cent of mentions.
In an interesting extension of this study, Vitalari examined afurther set of knowledge categories in an attempt to isolate thedifferences in the performance of high-rated and low-ratedanalysts. He found several common characteristics amongst thehigh-rated analysts. They were more aware of the interplaybetween the development process and the characteristics of thebusiness; more concerned about systems outputs than inputs andprocesses; more interested in gaining user participation in thedevelopmentprocess; and more focused from the outset on thelater stages of systems development.
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Systems development staff perform better when they possess
strong people andbusinessskills, as well as technicalskills. They
also perform better when they are equippedto bring a range of
different skills into play at different points in time. This is because

T-shaped systems development the ingredients that make for team successin project work ♥ the
staff so-called critical success factors ♥ vary widely from stage to stage

in systems development. Whatthis adds upto is aneed for systems
developmentstaff to be, so to speak, T-shaped ♥ the vertical
stroke representing one or morespecialisations, and the horizontal
bar representing a generalist☂s ability to perform flexibly in a
variety of roles.
The evidenceforthis assertion comes from a study by White and
Leifer (the same study that we mentioned in Chapter 4 on the
effect on team characteristics of systems development routine ♥
see reference 7). The 68 systemsanalysts whoparticipated in the
study were asked to identify and rank the factors that led to suc-
cess in each stage of systems development work. The results are
shownin Figure 5.1. What stands out is not so muchthe overall
rank orderof success factors (which places technical knowledge
at the top overall, and broad perspective at the bottom), but the
difference in importance accordedto each factor in each develop-
ment stage. Analytical skills, for instance, are rated as the most
important success factor in the systems development phase and
in operations and maintenance,butonly ninth in importance dur-
ing the planning phase.
White and Leifer concluded that a gap exists between theory
and practice in systems development. They also felt that the
high ranking of communications skills referred to intrateam

 
Figure 5.1 Project team successfactors
Sixty-eight systems analysts were asked to identify and rank the team success factors for each phase of systems developmentwork.

 Percentage of analysts identifying the factor, and ranking of the factor,
for each development phase
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Success factor ranking Planning analysis design |development ation maintenance

Technical knowledge 1 13.2 (3) 22.8 (1) 19.0 (4) 15.8 (2) 143 (8) 15:87 (1)
Good communication skills 2 149 (1) 10.5 (4) 13.1 (@) 10.5 6) 23.8 (1) 45.87 (1)
Analytical skills 3 @1 ©)
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Good organising skills 6 8.8 (5) 48 (7) 6.1 (8) 15.8 (2) 1.2 (10) 10.5 (6)
Experience 7 72 ©) 67 ©) 9.1 (6) 35 (8) 24 (9) 3.5 (8)
Creative skills 8 5.3 (10) 48 (7) 10.1 (6) 7.0 (6) 1.2 (10) 1.8 (10)
Effective leadership 9 1.0 (1) 3:3: (9) 1.0 (10) =♥ 3.6 (8) 1.8 (10)
User involvement 10 0.9 (12) 2.9 (10) SA): 7.0 (6) 48 (7) _
Tact 1 ♥ ♥ = = 11.9 (4) 0.0 (13)
Dependability 12 = ♥ = = 1.2 (10) 12.3 (4)
Calm under stress 13 _♥ = = ♥ 4.2 (10) 10.5 (5)
Good team process 14 4.8 (11) ♥ ♥ ♥_ _ 1.8 (10)
Broad perspective 15 14.9 (1) ♥ ♥ _ ♥        
 

(Source: Survey carried out by White and Liefer)  
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communications rather than communications with others. Systems
developmentstaff seem well awareof the factors that lead to suc-cessful workingrelationships amongst themselves, yet this percep-
tion does not appearto extend to their working relationships with
users.

TRAINING AND GOAL SETTING CAN HELP MEET THECHANGING SKILLS REQUIREMENT
Training is one way of helpingto bridge the skills gaps that wedescribed in the previous section. Another is more frequent,
formal, and directed goal setting and appraisal.
TRAINING SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT STAFF AS GENERALISTS
Fromits studies of skill requirements, Aetna Life & Casualty con-cluded that systems staff should betrained first as generalists andthen as specialists. The companybelieves that general skills shouldbe providedby

a

core training programme, covering such topicsas reasoning,logical thinking, and how to use the technology ♥personal computers, database technology, telecommunications,online systems, mainframes, expert systems, and so on. In-depthspecialist training, the companybelieves, can follow later onceindividuals have been assigned to specific areas of work.
Traditionalclassroom tuition is only one of many training methodsused by Aetna Life & Casualty. The company has developed 45training ☁events☂, ranging from prerecorded video material toweek-long seminars.
More and moreorganisationsare turning to training methods otherthan the traditional classroom style. This is particularly true forestablished IT training areas such as programming languages, basicskills, and management. The newer training methods (knowngenerically as distance-learning techniques) include videotapes,computer-basedtraining, and interactive videodisc systems. Oneorganisation, for instance, has 15 interactive videodisc stationsthat are distributed throughout the company to enable trainingto take place at the convenience of the staff who needit.
The breadth of packagedtraining material available for in-houseuse is increasing rapidly, though it is our experience that the ma-jority of systems departments haveyet to take full advantage ofthem. The reason forthis is not entirely clear.It may be becauseof inertia, or becauseoftight training budgets, or simply becauseof a lack of appropriate packaged training material.
The great advantage of some of the newer training methods is thatthey are morereadily available when needed ♥ a significant pro-portion of training investmentcan easily be wastedif it is not ap-plied as soonasit is given.
Someorganisations take accountof individual personality profileswhenplanningtheir training programmes. One company we metwith uses a questionnaire to obtain a profile of the learning styleof each individual ♥ whether, for example, the individual prefersto learn by practice, by observation, by course participation, byself study, or by reading. Reinforcing formal training with guidesand handbookscanprovide valuable post-training support. It doesnot have to be formalto be effective. One PEP sponsorprovides
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 Figure 5.2 Reinforcing formaltraining
The following is an extract from Allied Dunbar☂s ☁Guide to Good ManagementPractice☂.
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material of this sort in a style that is both easy to read and highly
communicative. A sample from their management handbookis
shownin Figure 5.2.
GOAL SETTING AND APPRAISAL
Few would disagree that motivation and performance can be
improved when employees knowclearly, and are challenged by,
the work that needs to be done. Systems departments with for-
mal proceduresfor regularly setting goals and appraising perfor-
mance benefit from the productivity improvements that follow.
One PEPsponsor, with a typical Productivity Index of 18, prepares
work-assignmentbriefings to cover the next10 to 20 days of work
for programmers, and 30 to 40 days of workfor systems analysts.
Each workassignmentis formally appraised upon completion, and
the appraisal is sent to the resources manager. This work-
assignment and appraisal procedure takes place outside the six-
monthly and annual formal appraisals, which are concerned with
training requirements, salary reviews, and career development.
A second PEP sponsor with a record of unusually high staff pro-
ductivity (their projects typically have a Productivity Index of 20)
also takes goalsetting seriously. In this company, individuals and
their managers agree on measurable goals, then formally appraise
the results.
Few organisations, though, take goal setting seriously enough.
Staff in three of the seven PEP sponsoring companies that we
surveyed for this paper expressed dissatisfaction about the
existenceorclarity of goals. Staff in all seven expressed concern
about appraisal, admitting to a lack of feedback about their
performance. Feedback, as we noted in Chapter 2, is a strong
contributory factor to job motivation. Moreover, what makes goal
setting and appraisal a powerful factor in improving productivity
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is not only that work purposesare clearly defined, but also that
individuals are challenged to achieve agreed levels of performance
♥ something that systems developmentstaff in general, and thosehaving high GNS measuresin particular, should be goodat doing,
as we explained in Chapter3.
Of course, realistic goals should be set. How best to dothis is asubject in its own right. Suffice it to say that there is wide agree-ment that effective goal setting entails the involvement of theperson assigned to the work, the work supervisor, the designerof the work ♥ and often the customertoo.
De Marco andLister have reported ona goal-setting study under-taken by Michael Lawrence and Ross Jeffrey at the Universityof New South Wales (reference 8). They studied 103 projects andobtained measures of productivity (similar to Barry Boehm☂sCocomo metric) and grouped these according to the basis uponwhich estimates had been prepared. The results, shownin Figure5.3, are interesting because they appear to show that when pro-grammers provide the estimate they are more productive thanwhentheir supervisors prepare the estimate. When the systemsanalyst prepared the estimate theresulting productivity was evenbetter. This was put down to the systems analyst☂s betterunderstanding of whatthejob entails, comparedto the program-mer☂s optimism and the supervisor☂s political or budgetary biases.The most surprising result was that those projects for which noestimate was provided provedto be the most productive. The im-plicationis that, for these projects, programmers may have beenmore productive when they were able to work at their naturalpace, unconstrained by unrealistically short or long timescales.
 

Figure 5.3 Development productivity can vary according to whosets theestimate for the effort required
 

 

  1d supSystemsanalyst
Novestimate     

☜Productivity was measured on a scale similar to Boehm☂s Cocomo metric
(Source: Survey by Michael Lawrence and Ross Jeffrey at the University of NewSouth Wales)   
THE WORK ENVIRONMENTAFFECTS PRODUCTIVITYSIGNIFICANTLY
The productivity of systems developmentstaff is affected byagreat number of factors. The focus of this paper is on people-related factors, including those affecting motivation, personality,team working,skills, and goal setting. A further factor affectingproductivityis the physical environment itself, the effectivenessof which has muchto do not only with the nature of the workcarried out, but also the kind of people who workwithin it. Thereis evidence that the productivity of systems development staff
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rises as the workspace dedicated to each person increases to
around 100 square foot, whennoise levels are kept low, and when
at least 40 per cent of the hours worked remain uninterrupted.
WORK ENVIRONMENT AFFECTS PRODUCTIVITY
The office environmentin which systems developmentstaff work
has a considerable effect on their productivity. We touched on
this topic briefly in our survey. The two (out of seven) par-
ticipating companiesthat recorded the widest averagedifferences
between their assessments of the importance of the working
environmentandtheir actual level of satisfaction were also the
two with the lowest Productivity Indices (11 and8 respectively).
Detailed research has been carried out in this field, most notably
by De Marco andLister (reference 8), who surveyed more than
600 systems development staff from 92 companies during the
period between 1984 and 1986. The participants wereset a stan-
dard programming task in the context of their normal working
environment, recording the time that they took. The tasks were
always undertakenby pairs of staff from within the same com-
pany, yet working independently.
The researchers found that the best performance was 2.1 times
better than the average, and that the half of the participants who
performed above average outperformedthe half below by a factor
of 1.9. The performanceof the top quartile was 2.6 times better
than for the bottom quartile. They also found huge differences
between the 92 participating companies, the best having 11.1
times the productivity of the worst. The performance of any single
pair of programmers differed by no more than 21 per cent,
however, so if one memberof the pair did well, so did his or her
colleague, and if one took a great dealof time, then so also did
his or her colleague. Moreover, staff having, for example, more
than 10 years☂ experience did not outperform, on average, those
having only two. One-third of the participants completed the ex-
ercise with no defects, and on average took slightly less time than
those with one or more defects. And there was only a weak cor-
relation betweensalary levels and performance.
The researchers next gathered data about the participants☂ work-
ing environment. They compared the results for the top-
performing quarter with those of the bottom-performing quarter.
Theresults, summarisedin Figure 5.4, are convincing: participants
in the top quarter reported much more favourable working
environments than those in the bottom quarter.

 
Figure 5.4 Effect of working environment on systems development productivity

 Developmentstaff were asked abouttheir
working environment. The table analyses
the results for the top-performing and

 

 

bottom-performing quarterofstaff, perfor-
mance being measured asthetime taken
to perform a standard programming task.
The top quarter performed 2.6 times bet-
ter than the bottom quarter.  (Source: Survey of more than 600 develop- 

  mentstaff carried out by De MarcoandLister)  
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Perhaps not surprisingly, more participants weredissatisfied with
their working environment than weresatisfied. Fifty-eight per
cent complained that their workplace was not acceptably quiet,
61 per cent that it was not sufficiently private, and 54 per cent
that they had a better workplace at home. Although this study
does not prove that a better working environmentwill help peo-
ple perform better, because other factors may also account for
the performance difference, it does suggest that aspects of the
working environment maybe affecting their ability to work well,
and that managementshould not be complacent about complaints
from staff.
In discussions about the working environment, the question ofwhatis the optimum working space usually arises. IBM is reportedto have studied this subject in advance of designing its SantaTeresa programming laboratories. The study concluded that 100square feet of dedicated workspace and 30 square feet of worksurface was required per worker, and that staff should be accom-modated either in one- or two-person offices, or in partitionedareas using 6-foot high partitions. In contrast, of the 600 par-ticipants in De MarcoandLister☂s study, only 16 per cent had 100square feet or more, and only 11 per cent workedin enclosed of-fices or in areas with 6-foot high partitions.
EFFECT OF NOISE AND INTERRUPTIONS
De Marco and Lister went on to study the effect of noise. Theyfoundthat, beyonda level that varies with the individual, quali-ty and productivity are affected by noise. The participantsin thistrial were divided into two groups: those who found theirworkplace acceptably quiet, and those who did not. Workers inthe first group were one-third more likely to deliver zero-defectoutput. The proportion of defective work increased as the noiselevel increased(or more precisely as the proportion of staff repor-ting an unacceptable noise level increased).
During its study at Santa Teresa, IBM examined the effect ofinterruptions on productivity. During the timethat staff need toimmerse themselves deeply in their work,interruptions (and highnoise levels) cause disengagement and consequentloss of time inreverting to the previous immersed state. IBM found thatitsworkers spent 30 per centof their time working alone, 50 per centworking with oneotherperson, and20 per cent with two or morepeople. The time spent working alone,in particular, needs to beprotected from interruption. A similar analysis led De Marco andLister to recommendthat, for reasonable working effectiveness,uninterrupted work should be at least 40 per cent of the totalhours of work.

PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PERSONALADVANCEMENT HELPS IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY
PEP assessments measure and compare the productivity ofsystems development teams working on specific projects. To max-imise productivity, it pays to avoid short staff-retention cycles ♥in other words, to reducestaff turnover. Paying attention to train-ing and improving the working environment are two ways toreduce staff turnover. A further wayis to improve the oppor-tunities for staff to achieve their own personal goals in terms bothof reward and of career advancement.
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STAFF TURNOVER AND PRODUCTIVITY
Improved systems development productivity correlates closely
with lower staff turnover. As staff turnover for a project
increases, so productivity reduces. This relationship is illustrated
clearly in Figure 5.5, which charts the distribution of Productivity
Indices for projects in two categories: those with a staff turnover
of less than 20 per cent, and those with a staff turnover of 20
per cent or more. The average Productivity Index in the first
category is 16; in the second category, it is 14. (Thestatistical
significance of the difference is very high.) For the average PEP
project of some 70,000 effective lines of code, the value of the
difference is about $250,000. Someofthis cost is due to turnover
caused by staff moving betweenprojects, but the remainder can
be attributed to turnover from staff losses.
Of course, some organisations are distinctly better placed than
others to attract and keep staff. This is particularly true of some
companies in the financial-services sector, particularly where
systemsare intricately and strategically tied up with the services
on offer. Companiesof this sort are usually able to offer a wide
rangeof interesting and demanding work. Other organisations are
less well placed. Local authorities in the United Kingdom,and par-
ticularly those in the London area, are a case in point.
Recognising the problem, one local authority has set goals for
retaining staff. Currently, the average periodof retentionis three-
and-a-half years, up from two-and-a-half years, which was the
position some three years ago. The current goalis to retain staff
for at least four years. The measures adoptedby thelocal authority

 
Figure 5.5 Effect of staff turnover on development productivity
Projects wherestaff turnover is less than 20% have significantly higher Productivity Indices.
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(Source: PEP database of business systems developmentprojects)
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to achieve this goal include: a flexible grading system,distinct
from the grading system that is in place in the remainder of the
authority; generic titles for all systems staff, to reduce the
negative effects of status; and job variety achieved through
distributed technical-support roles that enable staff having the
appropriate ability to become experts in particular areas whilst
also participating in conventional project work.
Other measures that companies are adopting to attract and keep
staff include effective training and good physical working
environments, precisely along the lines that we have already
discussed in this paper. As well as helpingto reducestaff turnover,
both are ways by which project productivity can be improved.
So both offer a double benefit.
REWARD ASA MOTIVATING FACTOR
It is now generally agreed that reward is an important contributorto motivation. The acceptance of reward as a positive factor inmotivation theory has arisen from the developmentof so-calledreinforcement theories of motivation.
In this context, reward covers both pay and related financialbenefits, and nonfinancial benefits such as status, recognition, anddevelopment. All are important. In our survey of PEP sponsors,weassessed the difference between the importance attached toseveral reward factors by participants, and their ratings of satis-action. Figure 5.6 indicates that, according to systems develop-ment staff, matters connected with advancement, opportunitiesfor achievement, development, and recognition rank higher inimportancethan pay andfringe benefits.
Onegeneral point is worth stressing. When combined with thecurrent thinking on leadership,it is clear that a good leaderwillendeavourparticularly to ensure that staff are rewarded in atimely fashion and in accordance with an objective assessmentof performance,and withtheindividual☂s particular preferencesfor rewards.
PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT
The factor with the lowest satisfaction rating relative to impor-tance in our survey was the opportunity for promotion andadvancement. This should perhaps comeas no surprise. Systemsdevelopment staff have a relatively high growth-need strength(see page 20), which probably outstrips the opportunities for pro-motion available to them.
Of course, there is very often a gap between whatpeople aspireto and what they are capable of. That raises the question ofwhether individuals☂ personality profiles are a guide to theirsuitability for advancement. The answeris ☁probably yes☂ ♥ butthe link is a tenuous one because many factors other than per-sonality have a bearing on the topic. Nevertheless, we believe thatthe unfulfilled expectations in the area of career-developmentopportunities is a matter that demands greater managementattention. Theshortfall has direct implications for staff turnoverand for productivity of systems developmentas well. The messageis clear: staff who are unable to realise career opportunities intheir companies will try to seek them elsewhere.
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A growing number of
organisations now recognise the
need to provide career-
development opportunities for
systems development staff
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 Figure 5.6 Importance of, and satisfaction with, reward and recognitionfactors ☁ : :

 

Key to factors:
FB Fringe benefits

RQ Recognition forquality work
1 SA Sense of achievement

OA Opportunities for advancement SM Salary in relationto market
OD Opportunities for development rates ,
RM Recognition from IT management
(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)   

Aetna Life & Casualty, the US insurance company referred to
earlier, has identified three career pathsforits data processing
professionals, each with its own special training needs. Thefirst
is the managementpath.Staff likely to follow this path are train-
ed in general-managementskills before moving into first-level
supervisory positions. The secondis the project-managementpath.
Training in readinessfor this path is designed to equip managers
to deliver more accurate and flexible systems, and to tighter
deadlines. The third is the technical path. Here, the training is
focused on systems planning, technology transfer, systems
engineering and programming, quality management and
assurance, user education and training, and user support.

A growing numberof organisations now recognise the need to pro-
vide career-development opportunities for systems development
staff. They realise that amongst these staff there are candidates
for managementpositions in the business, particularly following
asolid period of systems experience. Such businesses are not con-
fined merely to the financial-services sector. Probably the greatest
encouragementto the wider uptake of these opportunities arises
whenthe headof the systems function transfers successfully into
an unrelated line position within the business.
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Chapter 6

Action checklist

In this paper, our focus has been onstaff personality and teamworking, and their influences on productivity. We have drawnon research conducted in recent years in the United States andthe United Kingdom,and whichis now in the public domain, aswell as on our own survey conducted especially for this paper.We have described the findings of the research, pointing outsimilarities and differences and making recommendations abouthow webelieve systems managers should respond.
For convenience, these recommendations are brought togetherhere in the form ofa brief checklist. They are grouped togetherunder five headings, and their sequence takes account of thepriorities that came out of our survey analysis.
The typical PEP sponsorwill already be acting on many of thepoints in the list, but we would be surprisedif any one sponsoris already acting on all of them.

PERSONAL ADVANCEMENT
♥ Provide every opportunity for systems developmentstaff torealise their (usually high) personal aspirations throughadvancing their owncareers. Many, of course, will fail. Thepoint is that the opportunities must be real and visible.
♥ Recognise that the rangeofskills required by systems develop-mentstaff is widening. Staff should be ☁T-shaped☂ generalistsas well as specialists. This has implications for both trainingand recruitment.
♥ Tohelp train generalists, introduce a coretraining programmecovering, for instance, topics such as the business, its goals,and howit relates to suppliers, customers, the market, andthe competition.
♥ Do not ignore packaged training products that can be boughtoff the shelf: the range is wideningall the time.

WORK MOTIVATION
♥ Increasejob variety through plannedjob rotation. Introducea policy for rotating programmers and analysts at set intervalsof time.
♥ Arrange to enlarge the content of jobs where possible byadding responsibility for defined areas of hardware, software,and user support.
♥ Improve feedback from customers about the effectiveness ofthe work produced. Wherethis is hard to do because of delaysthat are intrinsic to the jobitself, compensate by encourag-ing feedback from systems development managers.
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Chapter 6 Action checklist

Recognise that nonfinancial rewards are an important part of
motivation.
Set goals and review progress at frequent intervals outside
of the normal annual appraisal cycle.

THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Check the per capita area of working space available to
systems development staff ♥ it should be as much as 100
square feet.
Make sure that noise levels are as low as possible. Arrange
for individuals to benefit from blocks of uninterrupted time:
at least 40 per cent of their working time should be
uninterrupted.

TAKING ACCOUNT OF PERSONALITIES
Introduce personality measurement, both for existing and new
staff.
Try to match staff with high growth-need strengths withjobs
that are particularly highly motivating.
Pay attention to the mix of personalities within project teams.
A commonproblem is too few staff with the characteristics
known as extroversion and feeling (as opposed to introver-
sion and thinking). Redress the balance if necessary by
recruiting the right personalities into the teams from amongst
user representatives.
Deliberately introduce an element of constructive conflict
between team members,particularly in the early stages of pro-
ject development.
Encourage systems developmentstaff to improve their people,
as opposed to technical, orientation. To raise awareness of
these issues, introduce behavioural training programmes.

TEAM COMPOSITION
Makesure that team sizes are kept small: five orsix is often
ideal. Break up large teams into smaller ones if necessary.
Introduce staff having generalist skills to supplement the
specialist skills that will continue to be required.
Useself-selection methodsfor forming teams ♥ but check that
the resulting composition accords with the skill and
personality-mix requirements that we have already
mentioned.
Select team leadersontheir facilitating ability andtheir ability
to resolve conflicts.
Avoid keeping the composition of project teams the same over
prolonged periods, because productivity may suffer as a result.
Instead,inject new blood from time to time (this may be part
of the job-rotation policy).



Appendix: The survey questionnaire

This appendix lists the staff factors associated with systemsdevelopment work used in the questionnaire sent to more than700 developmentstaff. In all, there are 84 factors, in 16 groups.

TRAINING AND SKILLS
Technical skills.
People-relationship skills (for example with team members).
Managing-people skills.
Business knowledge/experience.
Managing-change/implementationskills.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT/LEADERSHIP
Relationships with immediate manager.
Communications with immediate manager.
Opportunities for social contact with immediate manager.
Immediate manager☂s technical abilities and skills.
Immediate manager☂s leadership abilities and styles.
Instrumental behaviour: planning, organising, controlling, andcoordinating a subordinate☂s work.
Supportive behaviour: showingconcern forthe welfare and wellbeing of subordinates, and creating a friendly and pleasantenvironment.
Participative behaviour: for example, sharing information, con-sulting, and using subordinate☂s suggestionsin decision making.
Achievement-oriented behaviour: setting challenging goals,expecting subordinates to perform at the highest levels,continually seeking for improvements in performance.
Information received from own line management about theeffectiveness of individual performance.

SUPPORT BY TECHNOLOGY
IT support (for example workstations, terminals).
Software aids and tools.
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RECOGNITION, ACHIEVEMENT, PERSONAL WORTH
Recognition received from management.
Recognition received from users.
Recognition received from colleagues.
Recognition received for work completed.
Recognition received for achievement of schedules.
Recognition received for quality of work done.
Recognition received for creativity.
Personal sense of achievement.

OFFICE ENVIRONMENT
Location of offices.
General office environment.
Administrative support (for example typing, copyingfacilities).

JOB FACTORS
Variety of skills and abilities demanded by the work.
Completeness of the work: doing ☁whole☂ andidentifiable pieces
of work from beginning to end with visible outcomes.
Impact the work has on the lives/work of others.
Freedom, independence, and personaldiscretion provided in plan-
ning the work and in determining the proceduresto be used.
Information received from the workactivities as they are carried
out, above the effectiveness of individual performance.
Overall responsibilities associated with the work.
Time pressures associated with the work.

TEAM FACTORS
Team structure and distribution of responsibilities.
Size of team.
Team members☂ abilities and skills.
Relationships with team members.
Communications with team members.
Competition between team members.
Opportunities for social contact with team members.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Education and training provided to do the work.
Opportunities provided to develop new skills/abilities.
Opportunities to engage in new areas of work/new projects.
Opportunities for promotion/advancement.
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USER FACTORS
Relationships with users.
Communications with users.
Clarity of definition of user requirements.
Stability of definition of user requirements.
User effort/participation in systems development.
Users☂ abilities and skills.
Feedback from users about the usefulness of systems in their
work.
Feedback about the contribution systems are making to thebusiness.

METHODS
Development methods and approaches used.
Quality assurance/control methods and approaches used.
Project-management methods and approaches used.
Tools and techniquesused in support of methods and approaches.
Programming languages used.
Standards pertaining to all the above.

PAY AND BENEFITS
Pay received vis 4 vis the general market.
Pay received vis 4 vis others in the organisation.
Otherfringe benefits received.

ORGANISATION STRUCTURE AND POLICIES
Structure and distribution of responsibilities.
Stability of systems department☂s organisation.
General policies of the systems function.
Recruitment/placement policies/procedures.
Appraisal policies and procedures.
Job grading within the systems function.
Job grading vis 4 vis userstaff.
Competition between working groups/units.
Relationships with other systems units.
Communications with other systems units.
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT/INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATIONS
Relationships with senior systems management.
Communications with senior systems management.
Managementstyles of senior systems management.
Opportunities for social contact with systems management.

GOAL SETTING AND ACHIEVEMENT
Existence and clarity of goals.
Challenges/difficulties associated with achieving goals.
Participation in setting the goals.
Feedback received on achievement of the goals.
Match between personal and organisational goals.

SECURITY OF EMPLOYMENT
Security of employment.

PERSONAL/FAMILY CIRCUMSTANCES
Personal/family circumstancesnot directly associated with work.
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent international con-
sulting group specialising in the application of in-
formation technology within commerce, industry
and government.
The company offers a unique blend of high-level
commercial perspective and in-depth technical
expertise: a capability which in recent years has
been put to the service of many of the world☂s
largest and most successful organisations.
The services provided include:
Consulting for Users
Guiding and giving practical support to organisa-
tions trying to exploit technology effectively and
sensibly.
Consulting for Suppliers
Guiding suppliers towards market opportunities
and their exploitation.
The Butler Cox Foundation
Keeping major organisations abreast of develop-
ments and their implications.
Multiclient Studies
Surveying markets, their driving forces and poten-
tial future.
Public Reports
Analysing trends and experiencein specific areas
of widespread concern.

PEP

The Butler Cox Productivity Enhancement Pro-
gramme(PEP)is a participative service whose goal
is to improve productivity in application system
development.
It providespractical help to system development
managers andidentifies the specific problems that
prevent them from using their development
resources effectively. At the same time, the pro-
gramme keeps these managers abreastof the latest
thinking and experience of experts and practi-
tioners in the field.
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BE,P

The programmeconsists of individual guidance for
each subscriber in the form of a productivity
assessment, and also publications and forum
meetings commonto all subscribers.
Productivity Assessment
Each subscribing organisation receives a confiden-
tial managementassessmentofits system develop-
ment productivity. The assessmentis based on a
comparison of key development data from selected
subscriber projects against a large comprehensive
database. It is presented in a detailed report and
subscribers are briefed at a meeting with Butler
Cox specialists.
PEP Papers
Four PEP papers are produced each year. They
focus on specific aspects of system development
productivity and offer practical advice based on
recent research and experience.

Meetings
Each quarterly PEP forum meeting and annual
symposium focuses on the issues highlighted in the
PEP papers, and permits deep consideration of the
topics. They enable participants to exchange ex-
perience and views with managers from other
subscriber organisations.
Topics in 1988
Each year PEP will focus on four topics directly
relating to improving systems development and
productivity. The topics will be selected to reflect
the concernsof the subscribers while maintaining
a balance between management and technical
issues.
The topics to be covered in 1988 are:
♥ Managing Productivity in Systems Develop-

ment.
♥ Managing Contemporary System Development

Methods.
♥ Influence on Productivity of Staff Personality

and Team Working.
♥ Managing the Maintenance Mountain.
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